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analysis of a distinguished three-valued 1938 Kleene logic
construction
outlining the problem of inference, as important in view of
the fact that no formula of Kleene logic is a K3 tautology
critical discussion of 1974 Cleve’s attempt to define a
truth-preserving consequence relation within a model
theoretic framework for inexact predicates
showing a radically different and sound ground for Kleene
inference supported by two ”idealization” operators which
convert neutral propositions into false or true
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Kleene three-valued logic [1938], [1952] has an epistemological
motivation. The third logical value was designed to mark
indeterminacy of some proposition at a certain stage of
scientific investigation.
is inspired by the studies of the foundations of mathematics, especially by the problems of algorithms, cf. also
Kleene [1952]
is based on the third category of propositions, whose
logical value of truth or falsity is not essential, undefined
or undetermined by means of accessible algorithms
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K3 defines the non-tautological logic since any valuation
which assigns the value u to each propositional variable
sends any formula into u
Kleene is aware of discarding even such law of logic as the
law of identity p → p and its “equivalential” version p ≡ p.
”Here “unknown” is a category into which we can regard
any proposition as falling, whose value we either do not
know or choose for the moment to disregard; and it does
not then exclude the other two possibilities ‘true’ and
‘false’.” (Kleene [1952], p. 335)
We may, therefore, conclude that Kleene treated the
added logical value as apparent or as pseudo-value,
distinct from the real truth-values, cf. Turquette [1963].
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2. Inexact classes
Körner [1966] gave the most accurate and compatible
interpretation of Kleene’s views of the connectives of K3:
He introduced a non-standard notion of an inexact class as
an object characterized by a non-definite classifying
procedure determined by a partial algorithm
An inexact class is an abstract class set by a ”characteristic
function”, which discerns between members,
non-members, and neutral candidates for membership
the algebra of inexact classes leads naturally to the
three-valued logic K3
Basing on it Cleave [1974] worked out a model-theoretic
framework for the logic of inexact predicates and he
formulated a notion of logical consequence.
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Departing from the idea of ”neutrality” of sentences of the
third category and accepting inexactness, Körner [1966] tries
to apply the classical logic to empirical discourse:
To this aim, he proposes a special evaluation device
leading to a kind of ”modified two-valued logic” and,
ultimately, to an instrument of evaluation validity of
sentences and deduction
His interesting trial ends negatively: ”The classical
two-valued logic as an instrument of deduction, however,
presupposes that neutral propositions are treated as if they
were true, and inexact predicates as if they were exact. ...”
This obviously means that the use of the classical logic for
drawing empirical conclusions from empirical premises is
unsound.
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The letters chosen for these connectives may be read as Weak
and Strong. Let us note that the empirical inference just
defined may be also interpreted as a relation which holds
between a set of premises X and a conclusion whenever it is
true independently from accepted idealisation(s) of empirical
sentences in X.
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(e1 )
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(e2 ) X `K3 α → β if and only if X ∪ α `K3 β
(e3 )
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The first property is an inferential modus ponens, the second a
conditional deduction theorem. The inferences in (e3 ) state
that from a sentence its strong idealisation follows while the
sentence itself is inferred from its weak idealisation.
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So, any sentence α is deductively situated between its two
idealizations: W (α) `K3 α `K3 S(α).
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4. Final remarks
The empirical inference relation appears to be a special
case of the semantic relation defined on q-matrices
M* = (A , D* , D) ,where D*, D are disjoint subsets of A
interpreted as rejected and accepted elements.
Kleene’s case: A = ({f, u, t}, ¬, →, ∨, ∧, ≡, S, W ),
D* = {f } and D = {t}.
The Kleene q-matrix consequence is a W and S
compatible inference from non-rejected premises to
accepted conclusions.
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